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Knight, Gerone, Cate, Douglas, 1969; Knight, 1973).The
spread of respiratory diseases including SARS (Yu et al.,
2004) and H1N1 avian influenza (Baker et al., 2010) have
been attributed to oral airborne transmission. In fact,
influenza virus particles were detected in the exhaled breath
of infected individuals through coughing, breathing and
talking (Fabian et al., 2008; Stelzer-Braid et al., 2009; Huynh,
Oliver, Stelzer, Rawlinson & Tovey, 2008; Lindsley et al.,
2010). When respiratory droplets are released, they may
spread
infection
directly
fromperson-to-personorbycontamination of surfaces then
touched by others (Obeng, 2008).
In fact, exhaled breath contained 693 to 6,293 CFU of
bacteria/ml (Xu et al., 2012 and Qian, Hospodsky,
Yamamoto, Nazaroff & Peccia., 2012) reported that human
occupants are significant contributors to indoor air bacteria
and that humans emit bacteria at a rate of about 37 million
gene copies per person per hour. Hence when a person
exhales forcibly, like blowing out candles, bacteria and
viruses are aerosolized from the respiratory tract.
The purpose of this research was to confirm the bacterial
transfer from top of a cake when blowing out the candles on a
birthday. The data from our investigation may help raise
awareness of possible health risks associated with birthday
celebrations and encourage others to take steps toward
preventing the spread of bacteria and preventing respiratory
tract infections.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Abstract— Background. The present study is done to confirm
the transfer of bacteria when birthday candles are blown.
Materials & Methods. The study has been carried out in the
2017. The candles were blown on sterile foil and the samples
were collected in sterile swab and cultured in blood agar plates.
Result. Our study shows a 100% increase in the bacterial
count comparing a sterile foil sheet containing blown candles.
Conclusion. The ceremony of blowing out candles in a
birthday cake is proved to transfer bacteria to a greater extent.
Probability of the risk of spread of respiratory illness is 100%.
Hence this study stands as an evidence proving the spread of
bacteria aerosolized from the respiratory tract. Precautions
should be taken when a person coughs, sneezes and nowadays
even when the person blows his or her birthday cakes!
Index Terms— Birthday cakes, candle blowing, bioaerosols.
.

I. INTRODUCTION
The tradition of blowing out candles on birthday cake is
being followed in many countries. Some say that the practice
began in ancient Greece related to bringing cakes with lit
candles to the temples. Another ancient tradition says that the
smoke from the blown candles carry their wishes to the
heaven. A written account reported of birthday candles
matching the age of Count Ludwig Von Zinzendorf being
presented at the Count’s birthday celebration in Germany in
1700’s (Frey, 1753).
Ironically when the candles on the birthday cake are blown
even though the smoke carries wishes to heaven , which is the
good part but the bad part is that the aerosols from the person
blowing the candle spreads bacteria from his or her oral
microbial flora.
Bacteria are an unavoidable part of life present in and almost
everything human contact. Whether a commensal or a
pathogen its important to know about its transfer as illness
related to pathogenic bacteria are a major health problem in
today’s society. Poor air hygiene and bioaerosols can have
adverse effects on human health (Douwes, Thorne, Pearce &
Heederik., 2003; Xu et al., 2011).
Respiratory droplets expelled by coughing and sneezing are
sources of normal human flora, as well as pathogenic bacteria
(Obeng, 2008; 1970; Houk, 1980)and viruses (Loosli,
Hertweck, & Hockwald, 1970).The respiratory tract can be
colonized with pathogenic organisms that can then be
aerosolized in the breath of an infected individual (Couch,

A sterile foil sheet was spread on a circular base and 15
small birthday candles were placed on it under aseptic
conditions. 5 test subjects were asked to smell and consume
spicy foods to stimulate a meal- dessert sequence. After
lighting the candles the test subjects were asked to blow the
candles until they were fully extinguished. Control samples
were provided for the test. Using a sterile swab, samples were
collected from the foil (blown and not- blown) and it was
lawn cultured on blood agar plates for approximate
estimation of the microbial load. The plates were then
incubated at 37°C for 24 hours and the results were observed.
III. Results and Discussion
The result of our study shows that blowing out candles
resulted in 100% increase in the microbial load from the foil
in which the candles were blown when compared to the foil
that did not have candles. Studies on airborne droplet size
from the oral cavity are found as early as 1899 (Flugge, 1899)
and by several others before the mid 20thcentury (Hutchison,
1901; Winslow, 1910; Strausz, 1922; Lange & Nowoselsky,
1925; Hamburger, 1944; Duguid, 1946). One study reported
that 90% of bacteria-carrying droplets remaining airborne for
30 minutes in still air and that some smaller droplets
remained for up to 30 hours (Duquid, 1946). More recently,
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Wan et al. (2014) established that up to over 2,000 moisture
particles were released per breath, all less than 5 um in
diameter.
Bioaerosols are very important as their size is very small and
they transfer bacteria and viruses while a person blows,
coughs or sneezes, particle droplets generated by breathing,
blowing and coughing. The average size of expelled particles
generated by coughing and speaking was found to be much
larger (13.5 um for coughing and 16.0 um diameter for
speaking) by measurement at the mouth opening thus
minimizing the effect of evaporation on droplet (particle) size
(Chao et al., 2008). The size of droplets in expelled air is
large enough to carry bacteria as well as viruses. Normal
respiratory aerosols can include Staphylococcus spp.,
Streptococcus spp., Corynebacterium spp., Haemophilus
spp., and Neisseriaspp. (Madigan,Martinko, Dunlap, &
Clark, 2009). Madigan et al. (2009) also found certain
pathogenic species, such as Streptococcus pneumonie and
Staphylococcus aureus, may cause illness when spread
through surface contamination via oral aerosols.

Considering contagious diseases such as
influenza, some researchers have concluded that
airborne transmission is a likely pathway (Weder &
Stilianakis, 2008; Wein & Atkinson, 2009). Fabian et al.
(2008) and Stelzer-Braid et al. (2009) detected viral influenza
in the exhaled breath of infected patients. Fabian et al. (2008)
reported that 60% of patients with influenza A had detectable
levels of the virus in exhaled breath with 87% of exhaled
particles less than 1 um in diameter. In another study,
Lindsley et al. (2010) reported that 81% of influenza patients
had influenza RNA in their breath and that 65% of the
influenza was found in aerosol particles 4 um in diameter or
smaller. Verifying that bacterial cells as well as viruses are
carried on human bioaerosols, (Fennelly et al 2004) reported
that 25% of tuberculosis patients exhaled from 3-633 CFU
per cough of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in expelled air
particles.
The ceremony of blowing out candles in a birthday
cake is proved to transfer bacteria to a greater extent. The
person blowing the candle could be healthy but the question
is what if he or she is infected? Probability of the risk of
spread of respiratory illness is 100%. Hence this study stands
as evidence proving the spread of bacteria aerosolized from
the respiratory tract. Precautions should be taken when a
person coughs, sneezes and nowadays even when the person
blows his or her birthday cakes!
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Figure 2: No growth - Swab taken from foil in which the
candles not blown

Figure 1: Growth of bioaerosols from the foil in which the
candles blown
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